A semantical method to prove termination of higher order rewrite systems (HRS) is presented. Its main tool is the notion of a strict functional, which is a variant of Gandy's notion of a hereditarily monotonic functional 1]. The main advantage of the method is that it makes it possible to transfer ones intuitions about why an HRS should be terminating into a proof: one has to nd a \strict" interpretation of the constants involved in such a way that the left hand side of any rewrite rule gets a bigger value than the right hand side. The applicability of the method is demonstrated in three examples.
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An HRS involving map and append.
The usual rules for higher order primitive recursion in G odel's T.
Derivation terms for natural deduction systems. We prove termination of the rules for {conversion and permutative conversion for logical rules including introduction and elimination rules for the existential quanti er. This has already been proved by Prawitz in 5] ; however, our proof seems to be more perspicuous.
Technically we build on 7] . There a notion of a strict functional and simultaneously of a strict greater{than relation > str between monotonic functionals is introduced. The main result then is the following. Let M be a term in normal form and 2 FV(M). Then for any strict environment U and all monotonic f and g, one has f > mon g =) M] ] U 7 !f] > str M] ] U 7 !g] . From this van de Pol derives the technique described above for proving termination of higher order term rewrite systems, generalizing a similar approach for rst order rewrite systems (cf. 3, p. 367]). Interesting applications are given in 7] .
Here a slight change in the de nition of strictness is exploited (against the original conference paper; cf. 7, Footnote p. 316]). This makes it possible to deal with rewrite rules involving types of level > 2 too, and in particular with proof theoretic applications. In order to do this some theory of strict functionals is developed. We also add product types, which are necessary to treat e.g. the existential quanti er.
Monotonicity and Strictness
Let , , denote simple types over some base types (containing at least o), composed with ! and . For simplicity we consider the sets T of all functionals of type over some ground domains T . The ground domains are provided with some partial order > .
De nition. For any type we de ne the set M T of monotonic functionals of type and simultaneously a relation on T . 1] had to restrict himself to {I{terms. As an alternative it is tempting to replace \for allx;ỹ 2 G" in (i) by \for allx;ỹ 2 M". Furthermore it turns out to be useful to add f 2 M to the right hand side of (i) and also f g to the right hand side of (ii). On pairs, the order > Gandy is de ned pointwise in 1]. We propose a change to obtain a more well suited order for termination proofs. If in a pair hM; Ni From the de nition it is clear that from f 2 S and x 2 M f0; 1g we can conclude f(x) 2 S. Furthermore from S M we get immediately f > mon g =) f > str g:
Theorem. Let This theorem shows that the strict functionals form an interesting class. In the rest of this section we will explore the strict functionals and in the next section it will be shown how to use them in termination proofs. The rst question is of course, whether there exist such functionals at all. To construct strict functionals, we surely need them on the base types. Hence we assume that for any tuple 1 ; : : : ; n ; of base types we are given a strict function + of type 1 ! : : : ! n ! (written in in x notation, or as pre x P ; we will write 0 for + .) Using this +, we simultaneously de ne special functionals S (a strict functional of type for any ) and M (a measure functional of type ! o), where o is one of the base types. In this de nition,S~ denotes S 1 ; ; S n , andM(f) is to be read as M(f i1 ); ; M(f i k ), where f i1 ; ; f i k are the proper arguments amongf, i.e. not the 0 and 1 used for projections. These shortcuts will be used frequently. In the last equation S (f) is to be of base type. De nition.
In examples, we assume that the +~ ! are chosen in such a way that 0 1 + + 0 n = 0 holds for any combination of base types and + ! is the identity. The success of the method, to be developed in Section 2, depends on nding strict functionals. By now, we have only seen the S functionals as examples. The following lemma enables us to nd a lot more strict functionals: Lemma 3. For any strict functional G and monotonic functional H, the functional F de ned by F(x) := G(x) + H(x), is strict. Proof. Letx > strỹ for some monotonicx andỹ. Then G(x) > G(ỹ) (by strictness of G). By the de nition of > str , we obtainx ỹ, hence by monotonicity of H, H(x) H(ỹ). This yields F(x) > F(ỹ).
Note that this result doesn't hold if one drops the requirement f g in the de nition of f > str g. So this addition is motivated by the fact that it enables us to Lemma 4. Consider the special case that the only ground domain is N with usual ordering and addition. Then for any f 2 S , f S . Proof . We use an operation L (lower by 1) on functionals, de ned by induction on the type. L takes two arguments, a functional f of type and a sequenceã in M f0; 1g, such that f(ã) is of base type. The result of L (f;ã) will be of type . We will write Lã(f) for L (f;ã).
L " (n) := 0 if n = 0 n 1 otherwise L ha;ãi (f; x) := Lã(f(x)) L h0;ãi (hx; yi) := hLã(x); yi L h1;ãi (hx; yi) := hx; Lã(y)i:
Note that theã is only used to know which of the components of a product to lower. With induction on the types, it is easy to see that for anyã and monotonic x, (i) Lã is monotonic, and
We now prove the lemma by a main induction on . For the base type, we have to show that m 0 for m 2 N, which clearly holds. If = , observe that by IH, for any strict pair hx; yi, hx; yi hS ; S i, and that the latter equals S . If = ! , we have to prove that for monotonic x, f(x) S (x). This is proved with induction on M(x).
If M(x) = 0, we use that f(x) is strict, hence f(x) S (main IH). Now for monotonicx we obtain f(x;x) S (x) = M(x) + S (x) = S (x;x).
If M(x) = n + 1, we can ndã with elements among S and 0 and 1, such that x(ã) 1. De ne y := Lã(x). By (i) above, y is monotonic. We rst show, that x > str y. It su ces to show that x(z) > y(z), wherez is obtained fromã by replacing the real arguments by arbitrary strict functionals. (i.e. the 0 and 1s for projections are not replaced.) By IH, we have thatz S , hence x(z) x(ã) 1. Hence y(z) = x(z) 1 . Now we show that for monotonicx, f(x;x) S (x;x). Note that f(x;x) > f(y;x), because f is strict. By (ii) above M(y) = n. Hence we can apply the inner IH, and obtain f(y;x) S (y;x) = n + S(x), hence f(x;x) n + 1 + S(x) = S (x;x).
So we have found out that S(x) + H(x) is strict inx for monotonic H and that S is a minimal strict one. One might wonder if all strict functionals have the form S + monotonic. However, this is not the case. Consider F(f) := f(1), of type (o ! o) ! o. This is clearly strict. But the di erence between F and S is not monotonic: Put f(n) := max(1; n) and g(n) := n. Then f and g are both monotonic, and f g. But g(1) g(0) > f(1) f(0).
Termination
To be able to apply the theorem above to prove termination we of course need to know that > str is a well{founded partial ordering on any T . This can be proved if we assume that for the base types we are given domains T together with well{ founded (partial) orderings > .
Proposition. > str is well-founded on any T . Proof. Let (x i ) i2N of type be given. Consider (M (x i )) i2N .
Following 7] we de ne a higher order term rewrite system (HRS) to be given Now we obtain as in 7] the following method to prove termination of higher order rewrite systems.
(1) For the base types choose domains T together with well{founded (partial) orders > . Furthermore nd for any tuple 1 ; : : : ; n ; of base types a strict function + of type 1 ! : : : ! n ! .
(2) Find an appropriate strict interpretation of the constants. Theorem. Any HRS satisfying (1){ (3) In Section 3, termination of G odel's T is proved using this method. Section 4 contains a termination proof for the proper reductions and permutative conversions on derivation terms of rst order logic. We rst treat a well known small example, to illustrate the use of the proposed strategy to prove termination of HRSs.
Consider terms built up from the constants
The types are chosen such that e.g. To prove termination, we have to satisfy (1), (2) and (3) Hence (1) and (2) are ful lled. We still have to check (3). In the sequel k,`, m, f are arbitrary values for the corresponding variables. Note that f ranges over monotonic functionals. For rule (v) e.g. the check boils down to the true inequality 2 (2`+ k + 2) + m + 2 > 2`+ (2k + m + 2) + 2. We don't present all calculations here, but let us yet verify the most di cult one, rule (vi):
For all rules, this relation between left-and right hand side hold. Therefore the HRS under consideration is terminating.
Example: Higher order primitive recursion
We now apply this method to prove termination for the canonical rules associated with higher order primitive recursion from G odel's T. These are based on constants Rec of type ! (o ! ! ) ! o ! , for any type .
Rec(g; h; 0) 7 ! g; Rec(g; h; s(x)) 7 ! h(x; Rec(g; h; x)):
As ground domain we choose N with the usual addition + and the usual ordering >. Then (1) is clearly satis ed. For (2) we choose a strict interpretation of the constants Rec, as follows.
Rec] ](g; h; 0;x) = g(x) + S(g;h;x) + 1; Rec] ](g; h; n + 1;x) = h(n; Rec] ](g; h; n);x) + Rec] ](g; h; n;x) + 1:
The strictness of Rec] ] can be seen as follows.
First we show that Rec] ](g; h; n) for g; h 2 M and any n is monotonic, by induction on n. Case 0. Rec] ](g; h; 0) is monotonic, since g is. Case n + 1. Rec] ](g; h; n + 1) is monotonic, since Rec] ](g; h; n) and h are monotonic.
Hence we get Rec] ] 2 M as follows. Let g; h; n;x 2 M. It su ces to show that by decreasing these arguments in M in the sense of the value Rec] ](g; h; n;x) will get at most smaller. This clearly holds if n is decreased. For the other possibilities we x n. In the case n = 0 the claim is obvious, in case n + 1 we need the monotonicity of Rec] ](g; h; n). Now we can show that Rec] ] is strict. Rec] ] 2 M has already been proved. Let g; h; n;x 2 M. It remains to show that by decreasing exactly one of these arguments in M in the sense of > str the value Rec] ](g; h; n;x) gets strictly smaller.
This again clearly holds if n is decreased. For the other possibilities we x n and use Lemma 3:
First note that Rec] ](g; h; n;x) = S(g; h;x) + H(g; h; n;x), where H is de ned by H(g; h; 0;x) = g(x) + 1; H(g; h; n + 1;x) = h(n; S(g; h) H(g; h; n);x) + H(g; h; n;x) + 1; here we have written x y for the functional which takes the value x(z) + y(z) oñ z. This can be proved easily by induction on n. Since H 2 M can be proved just as we proved Rec] ] 2 M above, it follows from Lemma 3 that Rec] ](g; h; n;x) is strict for xed n.
For the proof of (3) let us rst consider the rule Rec(g; h; 0) 7 ! g. We have to show that for monotonic g; h;x we have Rec] ](g; h; 0;x) > g(x):
